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Introduction {#sec1}
============

Protein tyrosine phosphorylation is a prime eukaryotic regulatory step for intracellular signal transduction and is maintained by opposing activities of protein tyrosine kinases (PTKs) and phosphatases (PTPs). Strikingly, the number of PTPs (107) encoded by the human genome roughly matches that of PTKs (90), indicating that PTPs might also have equivalent functional complexity and specificity as their kinase counterparts. However, unlike PTKs, biological circuitry and activity control mechanisms of many PTPs are still undefined. Recently, through global systematic interactome analysis of human protein phosphatases, we have demonstrated that GDNF (glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor) and GRB2 (growth factor receptor-bound protein 2) form a complex with the protein tyrosine phosphatase receptor-type A (PTPRA) ([@bib58]). To our interest, GDNF acts as a key homodimeric neurotrophic factor family ligand, which in conjunction with GDNF α-receptors (GFRα1-4; glycosylphosphatidylinositol-anchored proteins) incite RET (REarranged during Transfection) receptor tyrosine kinase via dimerization to prompt Ras-MAPK (mitogen-activated protein kinase) cascade and other signaling pathways ([@bib1], [@bib4]). Notably, only a few protein phosphatases such as PTPRF (Leukocyte common antigen-related; LAR), PTN6 (Src homology region 2 domain-containing phosphatase-1; SHP1), and PTN11 (Src homology region 2 domain-containing phosphatase-2; SHP2) have been suggested to balance the phosphorylation and oncogenic activity of RET ([@bib22], [@bib42], [@bib45]).

Similar to PTPRF, PTPRA is a membrane-bound "receptor-type" protein tyrosine phosphatase, with a highly glycosylated ectodomain, a single membrane-spanning region, and two intracellular catalytic phosphatase domains (PTPase; membrane-proximal D1 and -distal D2) ([@bib12], [@bib55], [@bib56]). Although ubiquitously expressed, it is particularly abundant in the brain (neurons and glial cells) and insulin target tissues, where it induces cell differentiation, migration, activation of voltage-gated potassium channels, and insulin secretion ([@bib8], [@bib24], [@bib28], [@bib29], [@bib39], [@bib43]). Nevertheless, several previous studies have disclosed its critical role as a main positive regulator of Src family kinases (Fyn, FAK, and Src) in cell growth and oncogenic transformation ([@bib23], [@bib53], [@bib62]). Conforming with this, PTPRA has been suggested to play a dual role in regulating EGFR kinase signaling via Src dephosphorylation and activation ([@bib59]). Despite these findings, relatively few signaling pathways (cell adhesion- and integrin-mediated processes) and cellular targets (or substrates) have been suggested that could unravel the PTPRA-mediated regulation of cellular signaling ([@bib7], [@bib54], [@bib59]).

In addition to the matching cellular localization, the RET and PTPRA tissue expression also coincide. RET is distinctly expressed in neural tissues (brain and enteric nervous system) and in the developing kidney, where it instigates axonal guidance, neuronal survival, and ureteric bud morphogenesis ([@bib41]). Its malfunctioning is described in neuroendocrine tumors and diseases (neurocristopathies) such as renal cell carcinoma, multiple endocrine neoplasia type 2 (MEN2), neuroblastoma, and Parkinson\'s disease ([@bib16], [@bib37], [@bib48]). For example, in MEN2 syndrome, RET carries numerous gain-of-function mutations in extracellular (C634W; MEN2A) and catalytic (M918T; MEN2B) domains, which leads to aberrant kinase activation and, eventually, to pheochromocytomas and medullary thyroid carcinomas ([@bib19], [@bib47]). Importantly, GDNF-GFRα1-activated RET is autophosphorylated at discrete intracellular tyrosine-sites, Y981, Y1015, Y1062, and Y1096 (Y1096 found only in RET51 isoform), which provide docking sites for downstream adaptors or effectors (Src, SHC, GRB2, Enigma, and DOK proteins) and coordinate four key signaling routes: Ras-MAPK, PI3K-AKT, Src, and PLC-γ pathways ([@bib3], [@bib6], [@bib11], [@bib21], [@bib35]). Among these sites, autophosphorylation of Y1062 is critical for the initiation of Ras-MAPK (GRB2-SOS complex) and PI3K-AKT (GRB2-GAB1 complex) relays in response to GDNF-GFRα1 co-complex during neuronal survival and proliferation ([@bib6], [@bib11], [@bib31]).

To decipher the GDNF-GFRα1-mediated RET-Ras-MAPK signaling-axis regulation by PTPRA, we mapped in-depth molecular interactions and mechanisms involved. Additionally, we focused on the plausible anti-cancer function of PTPRA and, especially, on its role in the regulation of the two oncogenic RET mutants MEN2A (C634W) and MEN2B (M918T) in cancer cessation. The possibility to modulate the oncogenic effects of MEN2A or MEN2B via regulating PTPRA activity would be intriguing and could likely offer novel therapeutic avenues for treating MEN2-type tumors.

Results and Discussion {#sec2}
======================

Structural-Functional Coherence of PTPRA and RET Complexes {#sec2.1}
----------------------------------------------------------

To expand the analysis of the functional cross talk between PTPRA and the GDNF-induced RET signaling, we applied both affinity purification-mass spectrometry (AP-MS) and proximity-dependent biotin identification (BioID) interaction proteomic approaches, now, using GDNF, RET, and GRB2 as bait proteins ([@bib34], [@bib58]). The AP-MS allows purification of the intact protein complexes and estimation of their stoichiometry, whereas the BioID enables capturing of extremely transient and close-by interactions ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A). Hence, for analysis, GDNF, RET, and GRB2 were subcloned into StrepIII-HA and BioID vectors, their corresponding stable, transient, and close-proximity interactors were purified using Strep-Tactin resin, and the interactors were identified with liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC-MS) ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A) ([@bib34], [@bib58]).Figure 1Affinity Purification and Proximity-Dependent Labeling Mass Spectrometry Reveal the Overlap between PTPRA and RET Interactomes(A) The stable Flp-In-T-REx 293 cells are generated for expression of StrepIII-HA- (AP-MS) and MAC- (BioID) tagged bait proteins (PTPRA, RET, GDNF, and GRB2). The bait expression is induced with tetracycline (AP-MS and BioID baits), and extra biotin is added for BioID baits. Next, the bait complexes are single-step affinity purified and the interacting proteins are identified with LC-MS/MS (n = 4 replicates).(B) The AP-MS and BioID derived composite protein interaction map of PTPRA and RET as well as GDNF and GRB2 baits (hexagons). Various prey proteins (circles) are grouped based on their biological functions and color coded. Uniprot entry names are used for protein nomenclature. Key: bait-prey interactions (green = BioID; red = AP-MS; and black = both).See also [Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Table S1](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Interestingly, the PTPRA and RET interactomes shared many core proteins that operate in various cell growth events ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B and [Table S1](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For example, Ras-MAPK pathway commencing cell-surface receptors (IGF1R, TGFR1, EGFR, and ERBB2), intracellular *bona fide* docking proteins (SOS1, SOS2, Src, SHB, SHC1, GAB1, GRB2, and FRS2), and other regulators (MARK3, CRK, and MERL) were identified not only in complex with RET but also with PTPRA ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B). More so, through extended AP-MS analysis of GRB2, as well as of GDNF, we confirmed GDNF-RET, GRB2-PTPRA, and GRB2-SHC1-SOS1-SOS2 associations ([Table S1](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Consistent with these results, previous studies have described that GDNF-activated RET promotes Ras-MAPK activation, which is essential for development of nervous system (enteric and brain), spermatogenesis, and kidney during embryogenesis ([@bib10], [@bib33], [@bib49], [@bib57]). Noticeably, we have also retrieved PTPRA interaction with other receptor tyrosine kinases (RTKs) EGFR and ERBB2 ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B and [Table S1](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), where PTPRA was earlier shown to dephosphorylate EGFR and subject a positive effect on downstream Ras-MAPK signaling through Src activation ([@bib59]). Therefore, we sought to check the specificity of the derived PTPRA and RET interactomes by comparing them with that of EGFR and ERBB2 along with IGF1R kinase, related to RET in neural oncogenesis ([@bib14]). For this purpose, both AP-MS and BioID approaches were applied to draw the proteomes of these RTKs: EGFR (219 interactions), ERBB2 (111 interactions), and IGF1R (209 interactions) (Salokas et al., Unpublished Data). Upon comparison, PTPRA exhibited \<15% common interactions with these RTKs, whereas with RET it shared nearly 49% interactions ([Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A and [Table S1](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Nevertheless, within the Ras-MAPK module, ∼7.3 (average) interactions reoccurred in EGFR, ERBB2, and IGF1R proteomes ([Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B). Intriguingly, RET interactome also differed substantially from these RTKs with a similarity of about 11% with EGFR, 5% with ERBB2, and 10% with IGF1R, suggesting their characteristic signaling complexes ([Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C). Hence, this comparative analysis data not only verified the distinctiveness of our PTPRA and RET interactomes but also indicated cross talk of PTPRA in regulating RET-mediated Ras-MAPK signaling, by virtue of their converging interaction frameworks (PTPRA-EGFR-FRS2-GRB2-GAB1 and RET-FRS2-GRB2-GAB1-SHC1) ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B and [Table S1](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Additionally, overlap of the PTPRA and RET interactomes was also detected with a large cohort of proteins such as UCN5(B-C), NRP1, BASP1, CERS2, VANG2, MARK2, and TULP3, linked to varied aspects of neuronal development, axon guidance, pathfinding, neuronal polarization, and pattern (axis) formation ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B and [Table S1](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) ([@bib9], [@bib25], [@bib32], [@bib36], [@bib38], [@bib44], [@bib51], [@bib52]). Although many of these biological functions are linked to RET, much less is known about PTPRA in regulating these processes. Moreover, the gene expression pattern of PTPRA shows its high levels in the neuroendocrine tissues of the nervous system, kidney, thyroid, and pituitary gland, along with the tumors derived from these tissues ([Figure S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These include astrocytoma, glioblastoma (GBM), oligodendroglioma, mixed glioma, nephroblastoma, and thyroid carcinoma, further implicating the importance of PTPRA in neural development ([Figure S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Therefore, collectively, as our proteomic results point toward physical and functional interaction between PTPRA and RET, we set out to study if RET activity would be PTPRA regulated and if RET would be a direct substrate of PTPRA.

PTPRA Inhibits the RET-Ras-MAPK Signaling Pathway {#sec2.2}
-------------------------------------------------

The activation of RET by GDNF-GFRα1 complex is the first event in the activation of the Ras-MAPK signaling and acts as a catalyst for the downstream relay. Therefore, to determine the effect of PTPRA on this pathway, we developed a RET-Ras-MAPK activation detection system in HEK293 cells, which included StrepIII-HA-tagged RET (RET9), Elk1-Gal4-binding domain (GBD) effector (pGBD-Elk1), and Gal4-activation domain (GAD) containing Firefly luciferase (pGAD-FR-Luc) reporter along with Renilla luciferase (phR-Luc) control reporter ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A). Upon activation by GDNF-GFRα1, the reporter system shows \>5-fold pathway activity induction. Since HEK293 cells exhibit undetectable levels of endogenously expressed PTPRA (<https://amp.pharm.mssm.edu> › Harmonizome and [@bib20]), this system was then used for assessing the outcomes of transfecting increasing amounts of PTPRA (0, 10, 25, and 50 ng), alongside GFP control, on the RET-Ras-MAPK pathway activity in the presence or absence of soluble GDNF-GFRα1 (100--500 ng/mL; 24 h) ligand complex ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B). The maximal inhibition on the ligand-activated pathway (orange bar) was achieved with transfection of 50 ng PTPRA (∼2-fold, p = 0.0001) ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B). Notably, the basal pathway activity (blue bar) was also restricted to a similar extent (∼1.5-fold) ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B). The detected inhibitory role of PTPRA in RET-Ras-MAPK cascade was further verified using MG87RET reporter fibroblast cells stably expressing RET ([@bib17]). Even under steady RET levels, the PTPRA expression moderated (1.9- to 2.4-fold) the MAPK activation to nearly comparable extents ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}C). This not only validated the attained HEK293 luciferase-reporter assay results but also affirmed the reliability and usability of the RET-Ras-MAPK activation detection system in transiently transfected HEK293 cells.Figure 2RET-Ras-MAPK Dual-Luciferase Reporter System(A) HEK293 cells in 96-well plate format are transiently transfected with RET (StrepIII-HA C-terminal tag) and Gal4-binding domain-containing Elk1 (pGBD-Elk1) together with Firefly Gal4-activation domain-containing luciferase (pGAD-FR-Luc), transfection control Renilla luciferase (hR-Luc), PTPRA (StrepIII-HA), and GFP control (StrepIII-HA) expression vectors. GDNF (100 ng/mL) and GFRα1 (500 ng/mL) co-complex is added for 24 h to induce the RET-Ras-MAPK pathway activation. Then, the cells are rapidly lysed and the dual-luciferase signal is measured with a luminometer. The Firefly luciferase values are normalized by the transfection control Renilla luciferase signal values to obtain relative luciferase signal (RLU).(B and C) (B) HEK293 and (C) MG87RET cells expressing RET, transiently (B) or stably (C), show decreased RET-Ras-MAPK pathway activity with increasing amounts (0, 10, 25, 50 ng) of PTPRA alongside GFP control (50, 25, 40, 0 ng) in absence (blue bars) and presence (orange bars) of GDNF-GFRα1 ligands. The bar graph is representative of two independent experiments, where all bars indicate average ratios (n = 5 replicates) of Firefly to Renilla luciferase counts (relative luciferase unit, RLU) and the error bars designate one standard deviation. The statistical significance is obtained by a two-tailed Student\'s t test (\*\*\*p \< 0.0001 and \*\*p \< 0.001).

PTPRA Impacts Downstream RET-Ras-MAPK Signaling {#sec2.3}
-----------------------------------------------

We then followed up the ramification of PTPRA expression on subsequent signaling target MAPKs (ERK1 and ERK2). To do so, HEK293-MSR cell lysates, containing RET (StrepIII-HA-tagged) and increasing amounts of wild-type PTPRA (V5-tagged), were prepared in the absence and presence (15 min stimulation) of GDNF-GFRα1 ligands. The immunoblotting with site-specific p44/42 MAPK (T202/Y204) antibody shows that the phosphorylation of endogenous ERKs (1 and 2) was readily induced by the ligand-activated RET and expression of PTPRA potentiated their phosphorylation, which concluded the PTPRA-facilitated RET-Ras-MAPK inhibition ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A).Figure 3PTPRA Impedes Downstream MAPK (ERK1 and ERK2) Activation and Requires GRB2 for Regulating RET-Ras-MAPK Signaling(A) HEK293-MSR are co-transfected with RET (StrepIII-HA-tagged) and increasing amounts of V5-tagged PTPRA (0, 0.5, and 1.5 μg) construct. After 15 min stimulation with GDNF-GFRα1 ligands (100--500 ng/mL), the cell lysates were immunoblotted with p44/42 MAPK (T202/Y204) antibody to detect endogenous ERK1 and ERK2 phosphorylation status. Both ERK1 and 2 were dephosphorylated by PTPRA. RET and PTPRA protein expression are determined by anti-HA and anti-V5 antibodies, respectively. Tubulin is used as a loading control.(B) Either StrepIII-HA-tagged wild-type (WT) PTPRA or Y789F mutant along with V5-tagged GRB2 expression vectors are transiently co-transfected in HEK293-MSR cells. The GRB2 co-immunoprecipitate with WT PTPRA only. The immunoprecipitated (IP) proteins, as well as cell lysates, were immunoblotted with anti-V5 and anti-HA antibodies to detect GRB2 and PTPRA proteins, respectively. The phosphorylation of ERK1 and ERK2 proteins from cell lysate was detected with p44/42 MAPK (T202/Y204) antibody. Tubulin is used as a loading control.(C) PTPRA Y789F mutant displays significantly decreased phosphatase activity in comparison with WT PTPRA. However, the YF mutant still inhibited RET activity in the Ras-MAPK luciferase-reporter assays, shown in the absence (blue bars) and presence (orange bars) of GDNF-GFRα1 stimulation (100--500 ng/mL; 24 h). The data represent average ratios (n = 5 replicates) of the relative luciferase unit (RLU), and the error bars indicate one standard deviation. The statistical significance is obtained by a two-tailed Student\'s t test (\*\*\*p \< 0.0001).

Furthermore, from PTPRA and RET complex analysis, we have observed their strong interaction with GRB2, an adaptor signaling protein ([Table S1](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Previously, GRB2, in complex with other docking (adaptor) proteins including Src kinase, has been reported to bind RET and harmonize the Ras-MAPK cascade ([@bib2], [@bib40]), whereas PTPRA could sequester the SH2 domain of not only GRB2 but also of Src through its phosphorylated Y789 site, thereby, linking PTPRA to other key components of cellular signaling ([@bib13], [@bib15], [@bib61]). Apparently, in our proteomic analysis, we spotted RET-Src interaction, but with low overall interaction strength, whereas PTPRA-Src interaction was not retrieved ([Table S1](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Hence, we tested the role of GRB2 in PTPRA-induced RET-Ras-MAPK down-regulation by creating PTPRA Y789F (tyrosine; Y to phenylalanine; F) mutation ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A). We carried out co-immunoprecipitation of either wild-type PTPRA or Y789F mutant (StrepIII-HA-tagged) with GRB2 (V5-tagged). As shown in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B, the PTPRA-GRB2 interaction was fully abolished and slightly higher phosphorylation of MAPKs (ERK1 and ERK2) was obtained with Y789F mutant. Then, in Ras-MAPK luciferase assays, PTPRA Y789F mutant competently reduced (∼1.63-fold; p = 2.68 × 10^−5^) the activated RET-Ras-MAPK reporter signal, despite being less active (∼1.51-fold; p = 4.95 × 10^−4^) than wild-type PTPRA, confirming that Y789 phosphorylation not only is essential for PTPRA-GRB2 interaction but also has direct influence on RET signaling ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}C).Figure 4The Activity of PTPase Domain 1 (D1) Is Indispensable for PTPRA-Mediated Negative Regulation of RET(A) Schematic representation of wild-type (WT) PTPRA and the domain deletion (DD) mutants. The WT PTPRA is a 793 amino acid (aa) long protein. The ΔD1 (1--231/492--793 aa) and ΔD2 (1--523/782--793 aa) correspond to deletions of PTPase I and PTPase II domains, respectively. The catalytic cysteine-to-serine inactivation mutations C433S and C723S in PTPas domain D1 and D2, respectively, along with C-terminal Y789F mutation are indicted as vertical red bars. N, N-terminal; ECD, extracellular domain; TM, transmembrane region; JM, juxtamembrane region; D1, protein tyrosine phosphatase domain 1 (PTPase I); L, interdomain linker region; D2, protein tyrosine phosphatase domain 2 (PTPase II); C, C-terminal tail. See also [Figure S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.(B) HEK293-MSR cells are transiently transfected with either StrepIII-HA-tagged wild-type (WT) PTPRA or DD mutants (ΔD1and ΔD2) along with V5-tagged RET expression vectors. The RET co-precipitates with all the tested PTPRA constructs. The immunoprecipitated (IP) proteins, as well as cell lysates, were immunoblotted with anti-V5 and anti-HA antibodies to detect RET and PTPRA proteins, respectively. Tubulin is used as a loading control. See also [Figure S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.(C) PTPRA D1 domain deletion mutant ΔD1 displays significant loss of phosphatase activity, whereas both WT and ΔD2 constructs potently inhibit the RET activity in the Ras-MAPK luciferase-reporter assays. The RET-Ras-MAPK pathway activity is shown in the absence (blue bars) and presence (orange bars) of GDNF-GFRα1 co-complex stimulation (100-500 ng/mL; 24 h). The bar graph is representative of two independent experiments, where all bars indicate average ratios (n = 5 replicates) of Firefly to Renilla luciferase counts (relative luciferase unit, RLU) and the error bars designate one standard deviation. The statistical significance is obtained by a two-tailed Student\'s t test (\*\*\*p \< 0.0001 and \*\*p \< 0.001).(D) HEK293-MSR cells are transiently transfected with either StrepIII-HA-tagged wild-type (WT) PTPRA or CS mutants (C433S and C723S) along with V5-tagged RET expression vectors. The RET co-immunoprecipitates with all the PTPRA constructs. The immunoprecipitated (IP) proteins, as well as cell lysates, were immunoblotted with anti-V5 and anti-HA antibodies to detect RET and PTPRA proteins, respectively. The amount of immunoprecipitated tyrosine-phosphorylated RET was detected with a general anti-phosphotyrosine (pTyr) antibody. Tubulin is used as a loading control. See also [Figure S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.(E) PTPRA C433S mutant shows a significant decrease in RET activity in the Ras-MAPK luciferase-reporter assays, whereas C723S did not. The effect of CS mutation is measured in the absence (blue bars) and presence (orange bars) of GDNF-GFRα1 ligand co-complex (100--500 ng/mL; 24 h). The bar graph is representative of two independent experiments, where all bars indicate average ratios (n = 5 replicates) of Firefly to Renilla luciferase counts (relative luciferase unit, RLU) and the error bars designate one standard deviation. The statistical significance is obtained by a two-tailed Student\'s t test (\*\*\*p \< 0.0001).

Molecular Determinants of PTPRA-RET Interaction {#sec2.4}
-----------------------------------------------

To investigate the mechanism of PTPRA imposed constraints on RET-Ras-MAPK signaling, we tested how stable or transient the probable direct interaction between PTPRA and RET is and which PTPRA domains are required for its functions. Therefore, we constructed PTPRA membrane-proximal and membrane-distal PTPase D1 and D2 domain deletion (DD; ΔD1 and ΔD2) mutants, respectively ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A). In particular, both DD mutants retain the juxtamembrane region (JM) involved in protein-protein interactions, as well as the C-terminal tail containing GRB2- and Src-binding sites ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A). After validating the analogous intracellular localization of these DD mutants with that of wild-type PTPRA, we performed co-immunoprecipitation from HEK293-MSR cells co-expressing either wild-type or DD mutants of PTPRA (StrepIII-HA-tagged) together with RET (RET9; V5-tagged) ([Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B and [S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). As presented in [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B, the RET co-precipitated with wild-type PTPRA as well as both DD mutants, which indicated that RET interacts with this phosphatase and might represent its physiological target. Noticeably, RET was predominantly recognized as a 150-kDa band (endoplasmic reticulum \[ER\] glycosylated species) in HEK293-MSR cells, which was explained previously by inefficient delivery of RET9 (1,072 amino acids) isoform from ER and Golgi to plasma membrane relative to another isoform RET51 (1,114 amino acids) in these cells ([@bib26], [@bib46], [@bib50]).

Next, we examined the effect of PTPRA DD mutants (ΔD1 and ΔD2) in the RET-Ras-MAPK reporter assay. In this assay, the ΔD2 PTPRA mutant showed activity equivalent to the wild-type phosphatase post GDNF-GFRα1 stimulation, whereas the ΔD1 mutant failed to suppress the RET activity ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}C). This demonstrates that the D1 domain is the main contributor toward RET inhibition, as well as highlights that the PTPRA membrane-proximal D1 domain contains most of the phosphatase catalytic activity toward RET.

To further understand the molecular details of PTPRA-RET interaction, we utilized PTPRA substrate-trapping (or phosphatase-dead) CS mutants (catalytic cysteine-to-serine): C433S (in D1 domain) and C723S (in D2 domain) ([Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A and [S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A) ([@bib13]). The co-immunoprecipitation from HEK293-MSR cells, co-transfected with either wild-type or CS mutants of PTPRA (StrepIII-HA-tagged) and RET (V5-tagged), shows that both CS mutants could bind to (de)phosphorylated RET with no significant difference with wild-type PTPRA ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}D). Also, the PTPRA interaction is greatly reduced with kinase-dead RET (K758R) mutants, suggesting that autophosphorylation of RET mediates this interaction ([Figure S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B). However, in the luciferase assays, only C433S mutant leads to a greater (∼2.7-fold; p = 7.33 × 10^−7^) dampening of reporter signal in contrast to C723S, indicating that C433S acts as a true substrate-tapping mutant and D1 domain catalytic activity is indeed required for PTPRA function ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}E).

Taken together, although the D2 domain appeared to be non-essential for the RET-Ras-MAPK repression, it could be required for other possible PTPRA-substrate interactions or might play, if any, regulatory role.

PTPRA Instigates Direct Dephosphorylation of RET and Downstream RET Substrates {#sec2.5}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Furthermore, we explored the direct consequences of PTPRA phosphatase on tyrosine phosphorylation of RET kinase. Through *in vitro* phosphatase assay, where recombinant RET protein was incubated with either active PTPRA or recombinant GFP (control), we observed a significant decrease in RET tyrosine phosphorylation using general anti-phosphotyrosine (pTyr) antibody ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}A). Moreover, LC-MS/MS-based phosphopeptide quantification (MaxQuant) of these samples showed the PTPRA-regulated dynamics of specific RET pTyr-sites (RET + GFP versus RET + PTPRA) ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}A). Several conventional (known) RET pTyr-sites spanning juxtamembrane region, catalytic domain, and C-terminal tail such as Y752, Y826, Y981, and Y1015 underwent notable phosphorylation changes (54%, 95%, 17%, and 81% dephosphorylation, respectively), whereas Y687, Y900, Y905, Y1029, Y1062, Y1090, and Y1096 were completely dephosphorylated by PTPRA ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}A). Interestingly, two of these phosphosites, Y1062 and Y1096, are shown to be critical for RET-Ras-MAPK activation (marked with an asterisk in [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}A) ([@bib11], [@bib31]). These results indicated that RET is a direct dephosphorylation target of PTPRA phosphatase and implied a potential enzyme-substrate relationship.Figure 5PTPRA Dephosphorylates RET and Regulates RET Kinase Activity(A) The *in vitro* dephosphorylation of recombinant RET by recombinant PTPRA (active) or GFP (control) is checked with immunoblotting using an anti-pTyr antibody, where overall tyrosine phosphorylation of RET was significantly lowered in the presence of PTPRA. Also, the site-specific tyrosine phosphorylation changes of recombinant RET are detected with LC-MS/MS analysis, where several known phosphotyrosine (Y) sites (vertical red bars) on RET are effectively dephosphorylated by the PTPRA. The bar graph illustrates the percentage phosphorylation level of detected pTyr-sites in RET + PTPRA sample compared with control (RET + GFP), where the phosphorylation in control sample (i.e., maximum) is set to 100% (green dotted line). pTyr sites directly involved in RET-Ras-MAPK activation are marked with an asterisk (\*). CLD1-4, cadherin-like domains 1--4; CRD, cysteine-rich domain; TM, transmembrane region; JM, juxtamembrane region; and TK, tyrosine kinase domain.(B) The MS-based *in vitro* RET dephosphorylation assay shows the clear global inhibition of RET-mediated phosphorylation of pTyr sites on the HEK cell lysate proteins by PTPRA phosphatase. Phosphosites with localization probability score ≥0.75 are shown and log2 of the phosphopeptide intensities are depicted in the heat-map (scale bar, 0--30). Few known RET substrates also show a clear decrease in their indicated pTyr sites (Y) (% phosphorylation level; RET + PTPRA versus RET + GFP) in the presence of active PTPRA, shown as a bar graph. The phosphorylation in RET + GFP control sample (i.e., maximum) is set to 100% (green dotted line). See also [Figure S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Table S2](#mmc3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.(C) Both Y1062 and Y981 are required for the RET activity on the Ras-MAPK pathway as displayed by the reporter assay activity. The Y1062 seems to be critical for RET activity, but both sites are regulated by the PTPRA as shown by using tyrosine (Y) to non-phosphorylatable phenylalanine (F) mutants:Y1062F and Y981F. The effect of PTPRA is measured in the absence (blue bars) and presence (orange bars) of GDNF-GFRα1 co-complex (100--500 ng/mL; 24 h). The data represent average ratios (n = 5 replicates) of the relative luciferase unit (RLU), and the error bars indicate one standard deviation. The statistical significance is obtained by a two-tailed Student\'s t test (\*\*\*p \< 0.0001).

Then, we utilized a modified *in vitro* dephosphorylation assay coupled to mass spectrometry for obtaining the effects of PTPRA on cellular substrates of RET ([Figures 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}B and [S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Briefly, endogenous kinase deactivated (FSBA) cell lysate was incubated with recombinant RET and heavy ATP (ATP-^18^O~4~) in the presence or absence of recombinant PTPRA ([Figure S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The Ti^4+^-IMAC enriched phosphopeptides were then analyzed using LC-MS/MS, revealing that the global tyrosine phosphorylation-profile of various candidate RET substrates was diminished by the PTPRA phosphatase activity ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}B and [Table S2](#mmc3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). To our interest, several pTyr-sites on previously known RET substrates, also found in our PTPRA-RET interactome as part of the Ras-MAPK module, were clearly afflicted. For example, the phosphorylation status of Y209, Y279, Y548, Y1253, and Y904 sites in GRB2, PTN1, PLCG1, and CTND1, respectively, was greatly reduced ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}B and [Table S2](#mmc3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Moreover, phosphotyrosine sites in EGFR (Y1197), CTND1 (Y257), PTN1 (Y546), KAP2 (Y282), as well as GRB2 (Y37) proteins were completely lost in the presence of PTPRA ([Table S2](#mmc3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Among the above detected PTPRA-induced broad and site-specific RET phosphoproteomic changes, the autophosphorylation of Y1062 and Y981 has been shown in discrete oncogenic RET forms and is critical for GDNF-GFRα1-mediated neuronal signaling where Y1062 is vital for commencing Ras-MAPK as well as PI3K-AKT pathways and Y981 for Src activation ([@bib5], [@bib11], [@bib18], [@bib31]). Therefore, we then mutated these sites to generate tyrosine (Y)-to-phenylalanine (F) mutants (Y1062F and Y981F) of RET and used them with PTPRA to analyze RET-Ras-MAPK signaling in a ligand-dependent manner. In the luciferase-reporter assay, the Y1062F mutant displayed much lower RET activity than the Y981F mutant in response to GDNF-GFRα1, suggesting that Y1062 is imperative for Ras-MAPK activation and directly contributes to RET regulation ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}C). Surprisingly, with both RET-YF mutants PTPRA still prevented (up to 2-fold) the ligand-activated pathway response, which pointed toward other subsidiary RET pTyr sites that are likely to be affected by PTPRA and supported the phosphosite results obtained via MS-analysis.

PTPRA Restrains Oncogenic Potential of the RET Mutant MEN2A but Not MEN2B {#sec2.6}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

We continued to broaden the participation of PTPRA phosphatase in controlling RET by studying its tumorigenic missense mutants, MEN2A and MEN2B, responsible for multiple endocrine neoplasms (MEN) of the thyroid and adrenal glands ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}A). Reportedly, the MEN2A mutation (C634W) triggers RET by inducing ligand-independent homodimerization through abnormal intermolecular disulfide linkage, whereas the MEN2B mutation (M918T) stimulates the activity of RET monomer ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}A) ([@bib27]). This unusual intrinsic RET activation is liable for its high transforming ability and onset of atypical neurocristopathies (familial medullary thyroid carcinoma, papillary thyroid carcinoma, and pheochromocytomas). Therefore, we pursued to evaluate whether PTPRA can remodel the molecular and functional properties of these cancer-associated RET proteins. The co-immunoprecipitation of both MEN2A and MEN2B with wild-type PTPRA as well as its DD mutants established that, similar to wild-type RET, these RET mutants bind efficiently to PTPRA and might also serve as dephosphorylation targets of PTPRA in human cancers ([Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B and [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}B). Therefore, when the general *in vivo* tyrosine phosphorylation level of these oncogenic RET forms was measured under varying levels of PTPRA (2.5 and 5 μg plasmid) in HEK293-MSR cells, we noted that phosphorylation of RET and MEN2A, but not of MEN2B, gradually decreased as the amount of PTPRA increased ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}C).Figure 6RET-MEN2A and -MEN2B Cancer Mutations and their Regulation by PTPRA(A) RET-linked human multiple endocrine neoplasia (MEN) type 2 carcinomas, affecting the thyroid and adrenal glands. The corresponding MEN2 tumorigenic mutations (vertical red bars), MEN2A (C634W) and MEN2B (M918T), are in the RET CRD and TK domains, respectively. CLD1-4, cadherin-like domains 1--4; CRD, cysteine-rich domain; TM, transmembrane region; JM, juxtamembrane region; and TK, tyrosine kinase domain.(B) PTPRA co-immunoprecipitates with both RET-MEN2A and -MEN2B mutants. V5-tagged RET-MEN2A or -MEN2B and either StrepIII-HA-tagged wild-type (WT) or phosphatase domain-deleted (DD: ΔD1 and ΔD2) mutants of PTPRA were expressed in HEK293-MSR cells. The immunoprecipitated (IP) proteins, as well as cell lysates, were immunoblotted with anti-V5 and anti-HA antibodies to detect RET-MEN2s and PTPRA proteins, respectively. Tubulin is used as a loading control (\* unspecific band).(C) *In vivo* tyrosine phosphorylation of RET and MEN2A, but not of MEN2B, successively decreases with the increasing amounts of PTPRA (0, 2.5, and 5 μg) construct. The RET and MEN2 (A and B) proteins were precipitated from cell lysates with anti-HA beads and immunoblotted with general anti-phosphotyrosine (pTyr) antibody. Equal gel loading is verified by re-probing with anti-HA antibody, and relative intensity of pTyr level is analyzed by ImageJ software. PTPRA expression in cell lysate is determined by the anti-V5 antibody. Tubulin is used as a loading control.(D) PTPRA efficiently inhibits the wild-type RET and MEN2A, whereas the MEN2B is less sensitive to the inhibition in the Ras-MAPK reporter assay, shown in the absence (blue bars) and presence (orange bars) of GDNF-GFRα1 ligands (100--500 ng/mL; 24 h). The bar graph is representative of two independent experiments, where all bars indicate average ratios (n = 5 replicates) of Firefly to Renilla luciferase counts (relative luciferase unit, RLU) and the error bars designate one standard deviation. The statistical significance is obtained by a two-tailed Student\'s t test (\*\*\*p \< 0.0001 and \*\*p \< 0.001). See also [Table S3](#mmc4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.(E) Similarly to the wild-type RET, the ΔD2 mutant inhibits MEN2A but not MEN2B in the absence (blue bars) and presence (orange bars) of GDNF-GFRα1 ligands. Interestingly, the ΔD1 mutant slightly increases the MEN2B activity in our reporter assay. The bar graph is representative of two independent experiments, where all bars indicate average ratios (n = 5 replicates) of Firefly to Renilla luciferase counts (relative luciferase unit, RLU) and the error bars designate one standard deviation. The statistical significance is obtained by a two-tailed Student\'s t test (\*\*\*p \< 0.0001 and \*\*p \< 0.001).

We then conducted reporter assays with these oncogenic RET variants (MEN2s) in the presence of PTPRA and its DD mutants to check their individual effects on Ras-MAPK signaling. As expected, the baseline MEN2s-MAPK reporter activity was higher than the RET-MAPK activity, owing to the continuous signaling flux by the homodimeric MEN2A and monomeric MEN2B proteins ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}D). Compared with luciferase intensity of wild-type RET alone, the MEN2A showed more pronounced (∼5.5-fold; p = 5.92 × 10^−7^) basal activity than MEN2B (∼3.8-fold; p = 0.0001) ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}D). Additionally, the expression of PTPRA significantly attenuated MEN2A basal activation (∼2.6-fold; p = 6.7 × 10^−6^), whereas that of MEN2B remained unchanged ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}D). Surprisingly, GDNF-GFRα1 treatment still caused hyper-activation of both MEN2A and MEN2B reporter signals (∼2.3- and ∼4.5-fold, respectively) ([Figures 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}D and 6E). This could be due to the existence of hybrid receptor species between wild-type RET and MEN2 mutants, causing the additive response to ligand activation. However, this needs to be clarified in the future. Nevertheless, the data under these ligand-activated conditions also correlate well with the basal pathway activation results, where MEN2A-MAPK pathway activity (but not MEN2B) was again significantly inhibited (∼2.5-fold; p = 2.39 × 10^−9^) by PTPRA co-expression ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}D). Furthermore, in corresponding assays of PTPRA DD mutants (ΔD1 and ΔD2) with MEN2A and MEN2B proteins, PTPRA ΔD2 mutant inhibited the MEN2A-MAPK activity significantly (∼3.2-fold) ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}E). Unexpectedly, ΔD1 mutant enhanced (∼1.9-fold; p = 5.14 × 10^−5^) the basal MEN2B-MAPK activity, for which the exact reason is not known and requires further investigation.

Because MEN2B-MAPK signaling was not modified by PTPRA (or DD mutants), irrespective of the ligand addition, we reasoned that PTPRA prefers dimeric configuration of MEN2A over the monomeric state of MEN2B to exert substrate inhibition. Alternatively, we evaluated the *in vivo* MS phosphorylation difference between RET and MEN2 mutants in the presence of GDNF-GFRα1 ligands as well as monitored whether their pTyr sites are impaired by PTPRA. The peptides and phosphosites (without phosphoenrichment) identified in these samples are listed in [Table S3](#mmc4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Relatively more pTyr sites were detected for MEN2A (eight sites) than for RET and MEN2B (three sites each), which was in line with the RET and MEN2s phosphorylation levels in our reporter assays ([Figures 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}D and 6E and [Table S3](#mmc4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Moreover, MEN2A and MEN2B harbored discrete phosphopeptide profiles. Under this setup, PTPRA reduced the phosphopeptide intensities of RET and MEN2A pTyr sites to a larger extent than MEN2B sites, demonstrating the basis of MEN2B resistance to PTPRA action ([Table S3](#mmc4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Also of interest is the likelihood that the MEN2B localization would also differ from the wild-type RET and MEN2A mutant. To assess these spatial prospects, the molecular context of PTPRA and RET variants was derived from the BioID data using mass spectrometry (MS)-microscopy approach, where they were predominantly enriched in the plasma membrane ([Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}A and [Table S1](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) ([@bib34]). However, MEN2A exclusively displayed plasma membrane localization in a manner identical to the ligand-induced aggregation of receptors on the cell surface. Additionally, the co-localization was also inspected in HeLa cells with fluorescent microscopy, where PTPRA showed comparable colocalization signal with RET and MEN2A ([Figure S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).Figure 7PTPRA Inhibits the RET Mutant MEN2A-induced Invasion(A) Mass spectrometry (MS)-microscopy analysis of RET, MEN2A-B, and PTPRA subcellular localization. The cellular localization context of RET, MEN2A-B, and PTPRA interactors identified through the BioID method. The circular polar plot is divided into 14 different cellular compartments: centrosome (CEN), chromatin (CHR), endosome (END), endoplasmic reticulum (ER), exosome (EXO), Golgi (GOL), lysosome (LYS), microtubule (MIC), mitochondria (MIT), nuclear envelope (NE), nucleolus (NUC), peroxisome (PER), plasma membrane (PM), and proteasome (PRO). The color gradient indicates the localization scores (scale bar, 0--1) calculated by the MS-microscopy tool. See also [Figure S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.(B) PTPRA inhibits the MEN2A-induced cell invasion. The light micrographs of the hematoxylin and eosin-stained MDCK cells co-expressing MEN2A or MEN2B along with control vector (mock) or PTPRA plasmids show reduced cell invasion when PTPRA is present (scale bar, 20 μm). The bar graph shows the quantitated relative invasion, where the invasion of mock cells is set to one. The error bars indicate mean ± SEM (standard error of the mean, n = 6) and \*\*p \< 0.001 defines the significance, calculated from a two-tailed Student\'s t test.(C) Model for signaling regulation mediated by RET and PTPRA interaction. By binding to dimeric RET and oncogenic mutant MEN2A (C634W), PTPRA limits the RET and MEN2A phosphorylation along with downstream Ras-MAPK activation. However, monomeric MEN2B (M918T) RET mutant refrains from PTPRA inhibition. As a consequence, by hindering abnormal cancer traits, such as cell invasion, through RET regulation, this model demarks the plausible anti-cancer role of PTPRA in medullary thyroid cancer, pheochromocytomas, and parathyroid adenomas. CAD, cadherin-like domain; CYS, cysteine-rich domain; ECD, extracellular domain; JM, juxtamembrane region; P, phosphate group; PTPase, protein tyrosine phosphatase domain; TK, tyrosine kinase domain; and TM, transmembrane region.

PTPRA Suppresses the MEN2A-Induced Invasion {#sec2.7}
-------------------------------------------

Finally, to assess the possible role of PTPRA in limiting certain RET mutants' cancer-causing traits, we performed a three-dimensional (3D) collagen invasion assay using the MDCK cell model. These cells display characteristic epithelial basolateral polarity and directional phenotypic transition in response to their growth environment ([@bib60]). In this model, wild-type RET-expressing cells were minimally invasive, whereas both MEN2A- and MEN2B-expressing cells showed enhanced baseline invasiveness (up to 5-fold) towards GDNF-GFRα1 ligands (used as chemoattractants), which indicated the severity of these cancer-associated mutations in tumor progression ([Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}B). This robust phenotype was antagonized by the co-incorporation of PTPRA, where it significantly decreased (3-fold) the migration potential of MEN2A mutant ([Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}B). By contrast, the MEN2B-expressing cells remained insensitive to PTPRA-mediated suppression of chemotaxis and invasion. Because invasion across extracellular matrix constraint is prevalent to cancer metastasis, these facets of PTPRA effects on cell invasion in our 3D collagen model uncovers PTPRA as an immediate regulator with a probable anti-cancer role in steering RET-Ras-MAPK signaling.

Concluding Remark {#sec2.8}
-----------------

PTPRA is expressed widely in human neuronal cells (brain, thyroid, testis, and kidney) and their associated cancers (astrocytoma, mixed glioma, thyroid carcinoma, renal cell carcinoma, and nephroblastoma). Previously, PTPRA has been shown to regulate a few growth factor-dependent signaling by dephosphorylating only a minority of cytoplasmic- and receptor-tyrosine kinases (Src, Fyn, and EGFR). Hence, the other critical functional primary cellular targets of PTPRA have remained as yet unknown. Thus, we investigated the role of PTPRA in GDNF-activated RET-Ras-MAPK signaling and obtained extensive physical and functional interactions between PTPRA and RET complexes. For example, neurotrophic factor GDNF and different adaptors (GRB2, GAB1, and FRS2) collectively interacted with both PTPRA and RET. These along with other adaptor proteins (Src, SOS1-2, SHC1, and SHB) have been reported as components of neuronal RET-Ras-MAPK signaling, and their association with PTPRA in our study proposed its relevance in coordinating RET intracellular signaling ([@bib6], [@bib30]). Moreover, we demonstrated that PTPRA significantly inhibits the GDNF-GFRα1-induced RET-Ras-MAPK pathway activity, indicating the negative regulation imposed by PTPRA. We also showed the decreased phosphorylation levels of downstream MAPKs ERK1 and ERK2, suggesting that RET is a primary target of PTPRA. Of note, by using PTPRA Y789F mutant we established the role of proximate adaptor protein GRB2 in the context of RET-mediated Ras-MAPK signaling. Surprisingly, the response of PTPRA on overall Ras-MAPK signaling in our study contradicted with that of [@bib59], where PTPRA was shown to positively influence the EGFR-driven Ras-MAPK signaling. Nevertheless, the reason, to some extent, might lie in the composition of RET and EGFR signaling complexes, as evinced by their unique interactomes (∼10% overlap) obtained through proteomic analysis. Then, using phosphatase domain (PTPase) deletion (D1 and D2) and catalytically inactive CS point mutants, we not only established direct physical interaction between PTPRA and RET but also mapped the functional domain required for its molecular activity. We further revealed that PTPRA influences the overall (*in vitro*) tyrosine phosphorylation profile of RET and its candidate cellular substrates such as GRB2, PLCG1, EGFR, and KAP2, which displayed either complete loss or a significant decrease in their tyrosine phosphorylation. Additionally, many tyrosine sites on RET itself (Y826, Y981, Y1015, Y1062, and Y1096) were inflicted by PTPRA, suggesting that RET is directly dephosphorylated by this phosphatase. Besides that, the MS-based phosphoproteomic results of *in vivo* RET dephosphorylation by PTPRA after ligand-activation confirmed that the functional outcome of RET is indeed reshaped by PTPRA and explained the prevalent Ras-MAPK activation inhibition. We also inspected the plausible role of PTPRA in inhibiting the cancer-causing attributes of RET thyroid carcinoma mutants MEN2A and MEN2B. The results showed that PTPRA inhibited the MEN2A-Ras-MAPK activation and effectively dephosphorylated MEN2A, whereas MEN2B resisted this. Notably, MEN2B (M918T) mutation is located in the RET catalytic domain, which might disrupt its conformation and alter *in vivo* substrate specificity. This could explain the unresponsiveness of MEN2B toward PTPRA inhibition, despite its physical interaction with PTPRA. However, with MS we identified the distinct phosphorylation profiles (*in vivo*) of MEN2s post GDNF-GFRα1 activation, which revealed the grounds for their differential activity and response to PTPRA action. Finally, we disclosed the biological consequences of MEN2A and MEN2B dephosphorylation by PTPRA on the regulation of cell invasion, whereby it drastically reduced the MDCK cell invasion induced by MEN2A oncogene in 3D collagen, a matrix that typifies the primary and metastatic tumor tissue microenvironments. Because MEN2B is clinically more aggressive than other MEN2 subtypes, the *inertness* of this RET mutant receptor to overall PTPRA adjustment successfully justifies for its high oncogenic activity in thyroid carcinomas.

To conclude, our study provides compelling evidence that PTPRA regulates GDNF-dependent RET-Ras-MAPK growth signaling by inhibiting the molecular activities of both RET and MEN2A via dephosphorylation ([Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}C), thus making PTPRA indispensable for balancing RET activity and function in both health and disease.

Limitations of the Study {#sec2.9}
------------------------

We have demonstrated many common interacting proteins, statistically obtained in a data-dependent manner, for both RET and PTPRA using AP-MS and BioID proteomic analysis. A subset of interacting proteins included several cell-surface receptors and docking proteins, as well as proteins involved in neuronal development, polarization, axon guidance, pathfinding, and pattern/axis formation. It may be important to validate these interactors for GDNF-associated RET-Ras-MAPK signaling. Besides, we have shown that PTPRA directly dephosphorylates RET and modulates the GDNF-activated RET-Ras-MAPK pathway; however, one may check the reaction (dephosphorylation) kinetics.

Methods {#sec3}
=======

All methods can be found in the accompanying [Transparent Methods supplemental file](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Data and Code Availability {#appsec1}
==========================

All reagents are available within [Transparent Methods](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} section of the accompanying [Supplemental Information](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"} text file. The requests for resources and reagents may be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Markku Varjosalo (<markku.varjosalo@helsinki.fi>). The plasmids are made available via [Addgene.org](http://Addgene.org){#interref0010}.

Supplemental Information {#appsec3}
========================

Document S1. Transparent Methods and Figures S1--S5Table S1. AP-MS and BioID Proteomic Analysis of PTPRA, RET, GDNF, and GRB2 Proteins, Related to Figure 1BList of AP-MS and BioID identified interactors of PTPRA, RET, GDNF, and GRB2 bait proteins. The data are filtered against respective GFP controls with preys showing frequency ≤3 and average PSM \<1.5 were excluded. Preys appearing in either AP-MS or BioID purifications and showing average PSM fold change (avg. GFP/avg. prey) of at least \>1.5 are retained for network construction. The novel (uk = 1), known (k = 2), and prey-to-prey (pp = 3) interactions were retrieved from the PINA interaction database.Table S2. MS-Based RET Dephosphorylation Assay, Related to Figure 5BList of phosphotyrosine sites that are obtained with a high localization probability score of ≥0.75, under two reaction conditions RET + GFP (control) and RET + PTPRA. The MS-raw intensities are converted to log2 values for plotting heatmap.Table S3: MS-based *In Vivo* Phosphorylation Status of GDNF-GFRα1 Ligand-Activated RET, MEN2A, and MEN2B, Related to Figure 6DList of RET and MEN2s (A and B) peptides and phosphotyrosine sites that were identified through MaxQuant in the absence and presence of PTPRA phosphatase after GDNF-GFRα1 activation. (- = site not detected and 0 = site dephosphorylated)
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